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THE ENERGY SUPPLY HODEL
ABSTRACT
The Energy Supply Model is a simulation model for
detailed planning of a regional energy system from the
primary energy inputs to secondary energy distribution
to the final user. The model structure consists of a
network of elementary allocation, collection and
conversion processes. Thirteen different primary and
seven,secondary energy forms ｾ ｲ ･ considered. The model
incorporates some twenty-five conversion processes.
All presently conceivable energy forms and conversion
processes are included. Exports, imports, as well as
concentrated and distributed waste energies are accounted
for. Primary and secondary energy costs, capital
investment in conversion plants and the number of plants
are computed. The flexibility of the model allows
the simulation of a wide variety of possible energy
supply systems.
I. HATHEHATICS OF THE MODEL
The mathematics of the model--although of some complexity--
are rather simple.
At first the annual values of energy inputs, allocation
fractions, etc. are calculated by means of linear interpolation
using the time-series given on the data deck.
Energy flows are then computed by multiplying the input
energy flow by the respective parameter, e.g. the flow of
solar energy allocated to central electric power generation is:
ESOEL = ESOL • FSOEL
Converting ESOEL into electrical energy generates a flow to
waste energy:
WSOL = ESOEL • (1-CESOL)
'where CESOL denotes the respective conversion efficiency. From
these flows total waste energy, total useful energy and energy
flows going to end-user sectors are calculated by summing up
analogous flows, e.g. total energy going to industry is:
EIN = EELIN + EHTIN + ESFIN + EGSIN + ELFIN + ESOIN
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The right side denoting the respective flows of electrical
energy (EELIN), central heat (EHTIN), solid fuel (ESFIN),
gaseous fuel (EGFIN), liquid fuel (ELFIN), and decentralized
solar energy (ESOIN) to the industrial sector.
Energy costs are computed by multiplying amounts of
energy by the corresponding energy price specified in the
scenario.
Thus the mathematics of the model consist only of
multiplications and additions. Nevertheless, the model is a
complex one because of the many energy types and conversion
processes considered.
II. TERMINAL INPUT AND DATA BASE
A. Request from the Model
Due to the complexity of scenario data required for
running the ESP-Model ｡ ｮ ｩ ｮ ｴ ｾ ｲ ｡ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｶ ･ mode seemed-
neither desireable nor advantageous for users. Thus
the only request during the run-time of the model
will be:
IIENTER NDRU (13) FOR OUTPUT CONTROL"
The array NDRU is used to control the output that is
actually produced on the lineprinter. One has to
specify NDRU(I) = 1 to get the ｉ ｾ ｴ ｨ page of the printout
and NDRU(I) = 0 to supress it.
As for the batch-version of the ESP-MODEL which may
be run on the CYBER 74 at Technische Hochschule in Vienna,
NDRU is the last record to be read just after the
scenario data that are dealt with below. In this case
the data deck consists of 113 cards instead of 112.
B. Data
Since the ESP-Model does not contain any fixed
parameters (allocation fractions, conversion efficiencies,
user efficiencies, energy prices) running the simulation
requires the careful preparation of a 'scenario'
prescribing each of the parameters over the time period
of interest (usually 1970 to 2025).
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The input data deck consists of 112 cards specifying
time-series for 100 parameters, 24 parameters which remain
constant during the computation and some label specifications
for the printing program. The time-series are limited to
12 datapoints per parameter corresponding to 5 or 10 year
time increments for a computation period of 55 or 110 years
respectively. Each time-series fits on one data card per
format 12F6.2. Data cards are labelled in columns 73 - 80
to ｦ ｡ ｣ ｩ ｬ ｾ ｴ ｡ ｴ ･ exchange of indiv'.dual time-series. The input
data are the following:
LABELR: Region label with up to 40 characters
LABELS: Scenario label with up to 40 characters
LABUDR: Label with energy units for tables to be printed
(max. 60 characters)
LABCDR: Label with cost units for tables to be printed
(max. 60 characters)
LABUCD: Label with energy units and cost units for tables
to be printed (max. 60 characters)
LABUPL: Label with energy units for plots to be printed
(max. 30 characters)
LABCPL: Label with cost units for plots to be printed
(max. 30 characters)
NDATA Number of data years (usually 12)
IEARS Data years (usually 1970, 1975, .... , 2020, 2025)
Each of the following 99 time-series consist of as many values






Total primary net energy input





ENUC. Nuclear energy input
EHYD. Hydro-power energy input
EIEL Imported electricity
EBIO Wood, wastes and bio-matter
ETSL Tar sands and oil shale
EOL Crude oil input
ECL ｾｅｮ･ｲｧｹ input from coal and lignite
EILF Imported liquid fuel
EGS Energy input from gas
ENIMP Total imported energy
EXBCV I: Exports before conversion
EINU Imported nuclear energy
EIGS Imported gas
EIOL Imported crude oil
EICL. Imported coal
ENUEX Exported nuclear energy
EGSEX' Exported gas
EOLEX Exported crude oil
ECLEX Exported coal
EGSFD Exported gas for field use
The following 33 time-series are the ｾ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｧ ｬ ｟ Ａ Ａ Ａ ｾ ｾ Ａ Ａ Ａ ｾ ｾ
fractions before conversion of:
---------------------------
FSOHT. Solar energy going to central heat plants
FSOEL.. : Solar energy to central electric power generation
FGEHT Captured geothermal energy to central heat plants
FBIGL. Wood, wastes and bio-matter to gasification and
liquefaction




















Bio-energy going to gasification and liquefaction
that is lost in gasification and liquefaction
processes
Bio-energy going to gasification and liquefaction
that is converted to liquid fuels
Energy in oil shale and ｲ ｾ ｲ sands that is lost in
gasification and liquefaction processes
'Energy in oil shale and ｾ ｡ ｲ sands converted to
liqui'd fuels
Energy in oil going to refining that is lost in the
refining process
Energy in oil going to refining that is converted to
liquid fuels
Coal going to non-energy use (chemicals)
Coal going to gasification and liquefaction
Coal going to decentralized use
Coal energy for gasification and liquefaction that
is lost in the gasification and liquefaction processes
Coal energy for gasification and liquefaction that is
converted to liquid fuels
Domestically produced synthetic gas energy going to
export
Total gas energy going to large central fuel cell
installations
Total gas energy going to non-energy uses (fertilizers,
plastics, chemicals)
Total gas energy going to central heat plants
Total gas energy going to central electrical power
generation by combustion
Domestically produced liquid fuel energy going to
export
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FLFPR Total liquid fuel energy going to central electric
power generation by combustion
FLFFC· Total liquid fuel energy going to large central fuel
cell installations
FLFCH Total liquid fuel energy going to non energy uses
FLFHT Total liquid fuel energy going to central heat plants
FSFPR Solid fuel energy to celtral heat and power plants
going ·to central electric power generation by
combustion
FCBS Total fuel energy going to combustion in standard
electric power plants (1970 efficiency)
FH2EX. Energy in total hydrogen generated centrally by
heat or electrolysis going to export
FELEX.: Total electric energy generated centrally going to
export
FELH2 Total electric energy generated centrally going to central
generation of hydrogen by electrolysis
FHTH2 Total useful heat energy generated centrally going
to central generation of hydrogen
FNUHT.: Nuclear energy going to central heat plants
ｾ ｦ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ｒ ｾ ｾ ｟ Ｒ ｾ ｟ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｦ ｧ ｙ ｟ Ｙ Ａ ｾ ｾ ｦ ｾ ･ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ｒ ｾ ｟ ｾ Ｒ ｟ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｦ ｾ Ｚ
FELRC ,: Total electrical energy going to residential/
commercial sector
FELIN Total electrical energy going to industrial sector
FHTRC. Total central heat going to residential/commercial
sector
FHTIN. Total central heat going to industrial sector
FSFRC. Total solid fuel energy going to residential/
commercial sector
FSFIN. Total solid fuel energy going to industrial sector
FGSRC. Total gaseous fuel energy going to residential/
commercial sector
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FGSIN: Total gaseous fuel energy going to industrial sector
FLFRC.. : Total liquid fuel energy going to residential/
commercial sector
FLFIN Total liquid fuel energy going to industrial sector
FSORC.: Total decentralized solar energy going to residential/
commercial sector
FSOIN Total decentralized solar energy going to industrial
ｾ sector
ｾ ｦ ｦ Ａ ｾ Ａ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ａ ｾ ｾ ｟ Ｙ ｦ ｟ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ａ ｾ ｾ Ａ ｟ ｾ Ｙ ｾ ｙ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ａ Ｙ ｾ ｟ ｅ ｾ Ｙ ｾ ｾ ･ ･ ｾ ･ Ｎ If you want
to have an efficiency of 50% for a certain conversion process
you have to set the corresponding factor equal to 0.5. Since








Hypothetical future energy to electricity
Fraction of rejected heat recovered from process
Solar energy to electricity
Geothermal energy to electricity
Fraction of rejected heat recovered from process
Fusion energy to electricity
Fraction of rejected heat recovered from process
CENUC· Nuclear energy to electricity
CRNUC Fraction of rejected heat recovered from process
CEHyrr Hydropower to electricity
CETRA Transmission of electricity over large distances
CECBS Combustion heat to electricity by standard 1970
processes
CRCBS: Fraction of rejected heat recovered from process
CECBA.: Combustion heat to electricity by advanced process
CRCBA.: Fraction of rejected heat recovered from process
CEFCL. Fuel energy to electricity in fuel cells
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CSOHT ,: Solar energy to central process heat
CGEHT... Geothermal energy to central heat
CHTCB. Fuel energy to heat of combustion in large plants
CHTRC... Heat recovered from electricity generating
processes to central heat
CELH2. Electr ical energy to hydrogen energy by electrolysis
CHTH2.. Heat energy to hydrogen energy by heat process
CHTUT Transmission of heat over intermediate distances
CNUHT Nuclear energy to heat.
CERC
CEIN
Average efficiency of energy use in
residential/commercial





Average efficiency of electrical energy use in
transportation
Average efficiency of solid fuel energy use in
transportation
Average efficiency of liquid and gaseous fuel
energy use in transportation.
The last four cards, which are also read per format l2F6.2
contain the prices for primary and secondary energies as










PEBIO: Wood, wastes, biomatter I
PETSL: Tar sands and oil sD"11e
PEOL: Crude oil
.
PECL: Coal and lignite











ｾ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｅ ｾ Ｚ Of course energy prices have to be chosen in
accordance with the energy unit.
PIEGL: Gasification and liquefaction plants, refineries,
shale oil plants
PIEEL: Electric power plants
PIEHT: Central heat plants
Card No. 112
PIEH2: Central generation of hydrogen
Output Control
NDRU (I), I = 1, 13 Array used for controlling
lineprinter output. Used only





--0-__- __ Ｎ ｾ ..... •
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 FAIW
0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 FBILF
0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 FTSW
0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 FTSLF
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 FOLW
0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 FOLLF
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 FCLCH
0.0 0.0 0.02 0.07 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.50 FCLGL
0.41 0.39 0.37 0.35 0.33 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.20 FCLUS
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 O.OS O.OS 0.05 fCLW
0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 FCLLF
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 FSVGX
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 FGSFC
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 FGSCH
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 FGSHT
0.18 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 F(;SPR
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 FSYFX
0.1 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 FLFPR
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 FLFFC
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 FLFCH
I0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 FLFHT
.....0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 fSFPR .....I1.0 1.0 1.0 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.85 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.75 fCRS
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 FH2f)(
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 FELEX
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 FELH2
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.50 FHTH2
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.30 fNUHT
0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.59 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.62 fELRC
0.42 0.42 0.41 0.41 0.39 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.34 0.32 0.30 fELIN
0.05 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.50 fHTRC
0.95 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.87 0.84 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.60 0.55 0.50 FHTIN
0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 O.Oc:; 0.05 fSFRC
0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.9, 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 FSFIN
0.42 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.51 0.53 0.,4 0.55 ｆ ｇ ｓ ｾ ｃ
0.55 0.53 0.51 0.50 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.40 0.3A 0.35 FGSIN
0.22 0.7.2 0.21 0.21 (}.20 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 FLFRC
0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 FLFIN
1.0 1.0 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.9. 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.90 FSORC
0.0 0 ..0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 FSOIN
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 CEFUT
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CRFUT
0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.1'5 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 CESOL
0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 CEGEO
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 CRGEO
0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 CEFUS
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 CRFUS
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 CENUC
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.45 0.50 0.55 O.bO CRNUC
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 CEHYD
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 CETRA
0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 CECeS
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.25 CRCSS
0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 CECBA
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.35 CRCBA
0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 CEFCL
0.20 n.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 CSOHT
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 CGEHT
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 CHTCR
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 CHTRC
0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 CELH2 It-'0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 CHTH2 tv
I'0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 Ｐ ｾ Ｘ Ｐ 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 O.BO CHTUT
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 CNUHT
0.75 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.A5 0.85 CERC
0.75 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.90 0.90 .90 CEIN
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 CELTR
0.10 0.10 0 .. 10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 CSFTR
0.20 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 CLFTR
0.0 0.0 3.0 8.0 8.0 0.0 95.0 50.0 20.0 40.0 30.0 55.0 PRICES P
60.0 PRICES P
80.0 350.0 70.0 80.0 INV/KW




The program provides quite a voluminous output in the
form of tables and plots. In addition a file is written on
unit number 4 that can be used as an input file for the
Energy-Emission Register.
The.actual output on the ｬ ｩ ｾ ･ printer can be controlled





The first page contains region, scenario and
unit labels, and a reproduction of the input
scenario concerning net primary inputs into
region; imports, exports and field use
contributing to net inputs.
Reproduction of the input scenario concerning
energy allocation fractions before conversion.
Reproduction of the input scenario. Fractions
for energy distribution to users, and conversion
efficiencies are printed.
Reproduction of the input scenario. The factors
for user efficiencies, primary and secondary
energy prices, and capital investment per
installed KW effective are printed.
These above mentioned pages cannot be suppressed by means
of NDRU LX). : Ttre following 13 pages can be controlled by
setting NDRU(I) = 0 to suppress, or NDRU(I) = 1 to get the
I-th of these 13 pages.
Page 5 Time-series for the net primary input energies
with one year increments are printed (computed
from the corresponding input time-series).
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Page 6 Time-series for primary energy inputs and
costs by group:
COAL Coal and lignite
GLFUEL Gas and liquid energies
ECOEN "Ecological ･ ｮ ･ ｲ ｾ Ｚ ｩ Ｎ ･ ｳ Ｂ Ｚ imported electricity,
biomatter, hydropower, geothermal, solar
FISFUS .' Fission and fusion energy.
Page 7 Plot of energy input amounts for COAL, GLFUEL,
ECOEN, FISFUS and TOTAL of Page 6.
Page 8 Plot of energy input costs for the above
mentioned energy groups.
Page 9 Time-series for imports and exports of primary
and secondary energies.
Page 10 Gives time-series of the total amounts and
total costs of energy import and export.
Page 11 Plot of import and export total amounts,
and total costs corresponding to time-series
of page 10. Costs are scaled with a factor
50.
ｐ ｡ ｧ ･ ｾ Number of 1000 MWe energy conversion plants,
and corresponding cumulative capital investment
assuming an operation at 75% utilization. Tables
are given for the annual increments and the
accumulative values.
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Page-!l Plot of number of 1000 MWe energy conversion
plants and corresponding cumulative capital
investment corresponding to columns 1 and 4
of page 12.
Page 14 Table of secondary energies to user sector:
TOTEN .. Total amount of secondary energy to user sectors
TOTCOST . Total costs to user sector.






ESOUS Decentralized solar heat.





Energy to residential/commercial sector
Energy to industrial sector
Energy to transportation sector
Total energy to non-energy uses (e.g. chemicals)
plot of secondary energies to user sector.
The breakdown by energy kind represented in
form of time-series in page 14 is plotted
(electricity, central heat, solid fuel,
gaseous fuel, liquid fuel).
Page 17
-16-
Plot of secondary energies to user sector.
On this page a breakdown by end user sectors
is given <residential/commercial, industrial,
transportation). In addition total amount,
and total cost of secondary energies to user
sector are plotted.
The last page ｰ ｾ ｯ ｶ ｩ ､ ･ ､ by the ESP-programme
gives time-series for the overall efficiency
of energy conversion and distribution as well
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00 9110 I = 1.NDATA
WRITE(9.1090) ｉ ｅ ａ ｒ ｓ Ｈ ｉ Ｉ Ｎ Ｈ ａ Ｈ ｌ Ｎ ｉ Ｉ Ｎ ｌ ］ Ｑ Ｕ Ｎ Ｑ Ｑ Ｉ Ｎ ａ ｃ Ｘ Ｎ ｉ Ｉ Ｎ ｃ ａ ｃ ｌ Ｎ ｉ Ｉ Ｎ ｌ ｾ ｬ ･ Ｎ Ｑ Ｙ Ｉ Ｎ




00 9120 I = I.NDATA
WRITE(9.1140) ｉ ｅ ａ ｒ ｓ Ｈ ｉ Ｉ Ｎ ｃ ａ Ｈ ｌ Ｎ ｉ Ｉ Ｎ ｾ ］ Ｒ Ｖ Ｎ Ｔ Ｑ Ｉ
9120 CONTINUE
WRITE(9.1150)






































00 10 I = I.NDATA
L = I • 1
IF CIYR .GE, IEARSCNDATA» L ｾ NDATA
K = IEARS(L) - IEARS(I)
IF(K ,EG, 0) 1<;=1
00 10 J = I.K
DO 9 JJ=1.99
8CJJ) = A(JJ.I) • (A(JJ.L)-ACJJ.I»OCJ-l)/FLOATCK)
9 CONTINUE
CALL EEP
LL = IyR - IEARS(I) • 1
EPRINI( I.LL) :: ETOT
EPRIN1( 2.lL) :: EfUT
EPRIN1( 3.LL) :I ESOL
EPRINI ( 4.lL) :: EGEO
EPRINI( S.lL) :: EFUS
EPRIN1( 6.lL) :: ENUC
EPRIN1( 7.lL) :: EHYD
EPRINl ( 'B.lL) :: EIEL
EPRIN1( 9. lL)· :I EBIO
EPRINI ClO.lL) :: ETSL
EPRINICll.lL) :: EOL
EPRINI (12.lL) :: Eel
EPRINl(13.lL) :: EILF
EPRINI (14.lL) :lEGS
EPRIN2( t.lL) = ECl
EPRIN2( 2.lL) = ECLCO
EPRIN2( 3.LL) = GlFUEl
EPRIN2( 4.lL) = GLfUCO
EPRIN2( S.lL) :: ECOEN
EPRIN2( 6.l.L) = ECOCO
EPRIN2( 7.lL) = FISFUS
EPRIN2( B.lL) = FISFCO
EPRIN2( 9.lL) = ETOT
EPRIN2(IO.LL) = TOTCOEPRIN3( l.lL) :: EINU
EPRIN3( 2.lL) = EIEL
EPRIN3( 3.lL) = EIGS
EPRIN3( 4.lL) = EIOl
. EPRIN3( S.lL) = EIlF
EPRIN3( 6.lL) = EICl
EPRIN3( 7.lL) = ENUEX
EPRIN3( B.lL) :I EGSEX
EPRIN3( 9.lL) :: EOlEX
EPRIN3(IO.lL) = EClEX
EPRIN3 (ll.lL) = ESYGX
EPRIN3(12.lL) :: EH2EX
EPRIN3 (13.lL) = ESYfX
EPRIN3(14.lL) :: EElEX
EPRIN4( l.lL) = ENIMP
EPRIN4( 2.lL) = ENIMPC
EPRIN4( 3.lL) = EXBCV
EPRIN4( 4.LL) = EXBCVCEPRINS( l.lL) c PETT
EPRINS( 2.lL) = PlNEW
EPRINS( 3.LL) = CAPINVEPRINS( 4.lL) :: CAPCUM
EPRIN5( S.lL) = ETA
EPRINS( 6.lL) = EWCON
EPRIN6( l.ll) = ｕｓｅｾｅｎ
EPRIN6( 2.LL) • USERCO
EPRIN6( 3.lL) :: EELUT
EPRIN6C 4.lL) :I EHTUT
EPRIN6( S.lL) :: ESfUS
EPRIN6( b.lL) = EGSTU
EPRIN6( 7.lL) = ELFUS
EPRIN6( 8.lL) :: ESOUS
-19-
DO 195 J=2.110.2























































1040 FORMATClX,ItENERGY UNITS AQE ",30A2)
1050 FORMAT(IX,ItCOSTUNITS ARE ",30A2)






1100 FORMAT (/,1,11 IMPORTS,EXPQRTS AND FIELD USE CONTRIBUTING TO NET IN
IPUTS",I>
1110 ｆ ｏ ｾ ｍ ａ ｔ ｦ ｬ ｘ Ｌ ｬ ｘ Ｌ ｉ ｉ ｙ ｅ ａ ｒ ｉ ｉ ,4X,IIE'NIMPII,4X,IIEXBCV",4X,"EINU",SX,"EIEl",5x,
J ·'E I GS", 5X, liE I OL II, 5X , liE I LF", SX, "E.l CL", 5X ,"ENUEX", 4X, "EGSE X", 4X, "EOl
2EX",4X,"ECLEX",4X,IIEGSFD")
1120 FORMATflH..l,I," ENERGY ａｌｌｏｃａｔｉｏｾ FRACTIONS BEFORE CONVERSION ",I)
1140 fORMATIIX,14,16F1,2)
1130 FORMA TIl X, flYE AR'" 3 X, "F SOHTll, 2X, lIF SoEL",2X, "FGEHT" ,2 X, II FB I GL",2x,
1"FBIHP",2X,IIFBIW",3X,"FBILF",2)(,IlFTSW",3X,"FTSLF",2X,"FOLW",3X,
2"FOLLf",2X,IIFCLCH",2X,"FCLGL",2X,"FCLUS",2X,"FCLW",3X,"FCLLF")
1150 FORMA T(/, I," YE AR", 3X, IlFSYGX", 2X, "FGSFC", 2x, "FGSCH", 2X, "FGSHT",
12X, ..FGSPRII , 2X, "F SYFX" , 2X, "fLf PR" , 2X, "F LFFe" , 2X, "F LFCH" , 2X, II Fl FHT" ,
2ZX,"FSFPR",2X,"FCBS".3X,"FH2EXtt,2X."FELEXll.2X,"FELH2" ,2X,"FHTHZ"
3)
1160 ｆ ｏ ｒ ｾ Ｑ Ｔ ｔ Ｈ Ｏ Ｌ ｉ Ｌ Ｌ Ｌ YEAR",3X,"FNUHTIt)
1170 FORMATIIHl,I," ENERGY DISTRIBUTION TO USERS",/)
1180 FORMA T(1X, 1X," YE ARII ,4 X, ItFELRC", 4X, IIFEL I N'" 4X."fHTRC". '+ X, "FHT I N",
14x,"FSFRCI,4X,"FSFIN",4X,"FGSRC",4x,"FGSINll.4X,IFLFRC".,+X,"FLFTN",
24x,IlFSORC",4X,"FSOIN")






1220 F'ORM4TflHl,I,I," USER EFFICIENCIES",/)
1230 F'OQMATflX,lX,"YEAR".,+X,"CERC",5X'''CEIN'',SX,''CELTR'',4X,"CSFTR",4X,
l"ClFTR")
1240 FORMAT(/,I," ASSUMED FIXEo PRICES AND COSTS",/)
1250 FORMATflX,"PRItoCARY ENERGY PRICES IN ".30A2,1)




1270 FORMAT (1,1," CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN ",SA2." PER INSTALLED KW EFFECT
lIVE ",/)
1280 FORMATIIX,lX,"PIEGL",3X,"PIEEL".3X,"PIEHT",3X,"PIEH2")
1290 FORMATI/,I," ENERGY COST TO USER IN ",30A2,/)
1300 FORMATflX,2X,"PREL",4X,"PRHT",4X."PRSfff,4X,"PRGS".4X,"PRLF",4X.
I"PRSP",4X)
1360 FORMAT(}X,"NET PRIMARy INPUT ENERGIES")
1380 FORMATflx,"ENERGY FLOW ANI) COST BY GROUP",lOX,
1 "COAL=ECL, GLFUEl=EGS+EILf+EOL+ETSL, ECOEN=EBIO+EIEL+EHY
ID+EGEO.ESOL, FISFUS=ENUC+EFUS+[FUT ")
1410 ｆ ｏ ｒ ｍ ａ ｔ ｦ ｬ ｘ Ｌ ｬ ｘ Ｌ Ｂ ｙ ｅ ａ ｾ Ｂ Ｌ Ｔ ｘ Ｇ Ｇ Ｇ ｃ ｏ ａ ｌ Ｇ Ｇ Ｌ Ｑ Ｔ ｘ Ｎ Ｇ Ｇ ｇ ｌ ｆ ｕ ｅ ｌ Ｇ Ｇ Ｌ Ｑ Ｒ ｘ Ｌ Ｇ Ｇ ｅ ｃ ｏ ｅ ｎ Ｇ Ｇ Ｌ Ｑ Ｓ ｘ Ｌ Ｂ ｆ ｉ ｣ ［ ［ ｆ ｕ ｓ
1",12X,"TOTAL")
1420 FORMA T( 1X, 9X, "AMOUNT", 3X, "COST", 5)(, "AMOUNT", 3X, "COST", 5X," AMOIJN Til
1, 3X, "COST", 5X," AMOUNT", 3X. "COST'" 5X, "AMOUNT", 3X. "COST")
1430 FORMATllX,,,REGIONAL ENERGY INPUTS IN ",20A2)
1440 FORMATflX,"l=COAL AND LIGNITE, 2=OIL,SHALE,GAS,IMP.LIQ.FUELS, 3=WO
ＱＰＰＬＮａｓｔｅｓＬｂｉｏｍａｔｔｾｒｉｈｙｄｈｏ［ｇｅｏｔｈｅｒｍａｌ［ｓｏｌａｒ［ｉｍｐＮｅｌｅｃｔＮｅｎｅｒｇｙＢＬｉＬ




1460 FORMATC1X,tlREGIONAL INPUT ENERGY COST IN tI,20A2)
1410 FORMAT Cl X, tI I MPORTS AND EXPORTS OF PR I MARY AND SECONDARV ENERGIES")





1510 FORMATC1X,tlIMPORT AND EXPORT TOTALS")
1520 FORMATClX,IYEAR",5X,"IMP AMT",3X,"IMP COST",2X,"EXP AMT",3X,"EXP C
lOST")
1530 ｆ ｏ ｾ ｍ ａ ｔ ｃ Ｑ ｘ Ｌ ｉ Ｔ Ｌ Ｔ ｘ Ｌ Ｔ ｃ ｆ Ｑ Ｎ Ｓ Ｌ Ｓ ｘ ﾻ
1540 FORMATClX,"ENERGY IMPORT AND EXPORT TOTALS IN ",10A2,IIAND "tl5A2)
1550 ｆ ｏ ｒ ｍ ａ ｔ ｃ Ｑ ｘ Ｌ ｾ Ｑ Ｑ ］ ｔ ｏ ｔ Ｎ ｅ ｎ Ｎ ｉ ｍ ｐ ｏ ｒ ｔ ｓ Ｌ Ｒ ］ ｔ ｾ ｔ Ｎ ｅ ｎ Ｎ ｅ ｘ ｐ ｏ ｒ ｔ ｓ Ｌ 3=TOT.EN.IMPORT COS
ITS, 4= TOTAL ｅｾｅｒｇｙ EXPORT INCOME",/,tI IMPORT COSTS AND EXPORT INC
20ME ARE SCALED; SCAL,FACT. = 50.0 II)
1560 FORMATC1X,IINUMBEH OF 1000 MWE EQUIV. PLANTS COP. AT 15 PCT, UTILIS




1590 FORMATCIX,"1=NUMBER OF 1000 MWE EQUIVALENT PLANTS AT 15 PCT. UTILI
lSATION",/,II 2=CUMULATIVE CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN CONVERSION PLANTS I
2N ",8A2)
1600 FORMA TCl X, "SECONDARY ENERG I ES TO USER SECTOR")






1620 FORHATClx,IISECONDARV ENERGIES TO USER SECTOR IN ",10A2)
1630 FORMATCIX,1l1=ELECTR.ENERGV,2=CENTRAL HEAT, 3=SOLID FUELS, 4=GASEOU
1S FUELS, 5=LIQUID FUELS")
1640 FORMATC1X,IISECONDARY ENERGY DISTRIBUTION IN ",10A2," AND COST TO U
1SER IN II,lI:5A2)
1650 FORMATC1X,1l1=ENERGY TO RES,/COM. SECTORS, 2=ENERGV TO IND. SECTOR,
1 3=ENERGV TO TRANSP. SECTOR,",/," 4=TOTAL ENERGY TO USER SECTOR' 5
2=TOTAL ENERGY COST TO USER SECTOR CSCAL. FACT. = 100.0) II)
1660 FORMATC1X,"CONCENTRATED WASTE HEAT AND OVERALL EFFICIENCY OF ENERG
1V CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION TO USER II)
1610 FORMATClx,nNOTE: ETA = CETR+EIN+ERC)/CETOT-ECHEM-ExACV)")
1680 FORMAT C1X,"YEAR" ,11 X, "ETA",l OX ,"CONCENTRATED WASTE HEAT")
1690 FORMATC1X,14,10X,F6.3,18X,F6,3)
















































































































WASTES ｆｒｏｾ GASIfICATION AND LIQUEfACTION:
EW=EBIW+ETSW+EOLW+ECLW
SYNTHETIC AND REfINED LIQUID fUELS:
ESYLf=EBILF+ETSLf+EOLLf+ECLLf





























































































TOTAL ELECTRICAL ENERGY ｂｾｆｏｒｅ HYOqOGEN GENERATION:
ELECE=ELFUT.ELSOL+ELGEO+ELFSN+ELNUC+ELHYO+ELIMP+ELCBS+ELCBA+ELFCL





















































HEAT RECOVERED FROM PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITYI
EHRC=EHREcoCHTRC
ｾｈｒｃ］ｅｈｒｅ｣ｯＨｬＮＭｃｈｔｒｃＩ
TOTAL CENTRAL HEAT ENERGY BEFORE HYDROGEN GENERATION:
EHEAT=EHSO+EHGE+EHCB+EHRC+EHNU













TOTAL CENTQAL HEAT BEFORE TRANSMISSION TO USERS:
EHTUS=EHEATO(1.-FHTH2)









C TOTAL UNRECOVERED ｾａｓｔｅ ENERGYI
EWCON=EW+EWHTE+EWHTH+EWEHZ+EWHH2
C
C EXPORT BEFORE CONVERSION:
EXBCV=ENUEX+EGSEX+EOLEX+ECLEX
C














C TOTAL WASTED ENERGY AFTER TRANSMISSION TO USERS:
EWTOT=EWCON+EWELT+EWHTT
C
C ENERGY TRANSMITTED TO REGIONAL USERS:
EINUS=EELUT+EHTUT+ESFUS+EGSTU+ELFUS+ESOUS
C
C USEFUL ENERGY. NONENERGY, AND EXPORTS FROM CONVERION SECTORI
EOUTC=EINUS+ECHUS+EXACV
C






































C TOTAL ENEQGY INTO RESIDENTIAL/cnMMERCIAL SECTOR
ERC=EELRC+EHTRC+ESFRC+EGSRC+ELFRC+ESORC
C
C TOTAL ENERGY INTO INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
EIN=EELIN+EHTIN+[SfIN+EGSIN+ELfIN+ESOIN
C































C NO. OF ｐｌａｾｔｓ EQUIVALENT TO ALL CONVERSION PROCESSES
C ｇａｓｉｆｉｃａｔｉｾｎ ａｾｄ ｌｲｑｕｅｾａｃｔｉｏｎＺ
PEGL=ERIlF+EBIGS+ETSlF+ETSGS+EOlLf+EOlGS+EClLf+EClGS
C GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY:
ｐｅｅｌ］ｅｬｅｃｅＭｅｌｉｾｐ
C GENERATION Of CENTRAL HEAT:
PEHT=EHEAT-EHRC
C GENERATION Of HYDROGEN:
PEH2=EH2EL+EH2HT





PErT = PETT o 1210.0
CAPCUM = PEGLoPIEGL + PEELoPIEEl + PEHT*PIEHT + PEH2*PIEH2
eAPCUM = ｃｦｴｐｃｕｍｯｬｾＲＱＰ
PLNEW = PFrT - PETOLO
CAPINV = CAPCUM - CAPOLD





GlFUEL = [GS + EILF + EOl + ETSL
GLFUCO = ｦｇｓｾｐｅｇｓ + EILF*PEILF + ｾｏｌｾｐｅｏｌ + ｅｔｓｌｾｐｅｔｓｌ
ECLeo = ｅｃｌｾｐｅｃｌ
ECDEN = ERIO + EIEl + EHYD • [GEO + ESOL
ECOCO = ERTO*PEBIO + EIEl*PEIEL + EGEooPEGEO + ｅｓｏｌＪｐｅｓｏｾ
fISFUS :; ENue • EFUS • [FUT
FISFCO = ｅｾｕｃＮｐｅｎｕｃ + EFUS*PEFUS • EFUToPEFUT
ENIMP = ｅｉｾｕ + EIEL + EIGS + EIOL • EILf + EICl
ENIMPC = EINuopENUC + EIEL*PEIEl + EIGS*PEGS +EIOL*PEOL + EILF*PEI
lLF + EICLoPEeL
EXBCVC = ENUEX*PENUC + EGSEX*PEGS + EOLEX*pEOL + ECLEX*PECL
TOTCO :; [CLCO + GI.FUCO + F.eOCO + FISfCO
USEREN = ERC + EIN + ETR
ｕｓｅｾｃｏ = EELUT*PREL + EHTUT*PRHT + ｅｓｆｕｓｾｐｒｓｆ + EGSTU*PRGS •





D ｬｉＭｾ ENS 10 ｾｊ F" ELI) ell'. f::) • E t NG ( S d 2ll , Z (51) • Cl ( 5 )
DATA STR/"_II/,nL/lI "I,SPA/"I"I
ｄ ｾ ｔ ａ CL/"1","2",113"."4 1 ,"5"1
XMAX :: EING<ltl)
XMIN :: XMAX
J J :: N"I Ax-I
DO 10 J :: 1,JJ
DO 10 I = I, ｎ ｲ ｾ
X = Xr1AX - EHIG<I,J)
IF(X ｾ ｌ ｔ Ｎ 0) Xtlt\X = EING(J,J)
X :: XMIN ｾ EING(I,J)
IFtX .Gr, 0) XMIN = EING<I,J)
10 CONTINUE
IF(XMAX .NE. XMIN) GO TO 15
XMAX::. Xｲｾ AX + ｏＮｾ［
XMIN ; ｘｍｉｾ - 0.5
15 DIFf = XMAX - XMIN
SPR = OIFF/50.0
Z(I) :: XMAX
Z (51) = XM J N
DO 20 K = 2,50




DO HO K = 1.51
NZ = NZ • 1
IF(NZ .EQ. 51) GO TO 50
DO 40 II = 2,122
40 FELOtIl) = RL
DO 45 II = 2.122.10
45 FELD(Il) :: SPA
GO TO 60
50 DO 55 II = 2,122




DO 70 I = 1.NR
Do 65 J :: 2,122
A :: EI NG ( I , J) - Z ( K)
IF(A .LT. -V) GO TO 65
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